PEDAGOGICAL MODELING IN PREPARING OF FUTURE PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
FOR PROFESSIONAL SELF-DEVELOPMENT

Abstract

This article is devoted to the development of a model in preparing future primary school teachers for professional self-education. Represented pedagogical model is a description and theoretical justification of its main blocks: target; content; technological; reflexive-evaluative; effective. The target block is formed taking into account the methodological basis, principles of functioning and social order, expressed in the form of requirements of educational and professional curriculum, employers and the labor market. Based on the fact that the content block performs teaching, developing, and research functions in the model, it is expressed in a comprehensive program for preparing students for professional self-education. The main purpose of the technological block is to determine the directions of social and pedagogical activity, organization and management of the educational process. Analysis, forecast and evaluation of performance results is carried out in accordance with the developed system for assessing readiness for professional self-education (reflexive-evaluation block).
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БОЛАШАҚ БАСТАУЫШ МЕКТЕП МУҒАЛІМДЕРІН ОЗІН-ОЗІ КӘСІБІ ДАМЫТУҒА ДАЯРЛАУДЫҢ ПЕДАГОГИКАЛЫҚ УЛГІСІ

Ангтарма

Бул мақалада бастауыш сыйнып мүғалімдерін артұрулға педагогикалық технологиялар негізінде озін-оzi тәрбиеуеге дайындау мақсаты қарастырылған. Макалада болашақ бастауыш сыйнып мүғалімдерін қасиеті озін-оzi тәрбиеуеге дайындауға нысандығы және оның негізін, бұл оку үдерісін құру логикасына сәйкес теориялық негізі: мекітті; мазмұны; технологиялық; рефлексивті-багалау; тиімді. Модель интегративті болып табылады, ол нәтижеге кол жеткізу үшін қорсетілген ақпарат және басқару процесін қорсетілген. Бұл мүмкіндік бірнеше үлгілер көрсетеді. Модельдің нәтижесін максать алу үшін мүлікетті-педагогикалық қызметті багыттарын, оку үдерісін ұйымдастыру және басқару болып табылады. Нәтижелерді талдау, болашақ және багалау қасиеті озін-оzi тәрбиеуеге дайындаудың (рефлексивті-багалау үлгі) нәтижелерін жүйесіне сәйкес жасырылады.

Түйін сөзі: озін-оzi дамыту, қасиеті құзіреттілік, болашақ бастауыш сыйнып мүғалімдері, педагогикалық қызметті-багалау үлгі.
The paradigm of self-education existed and was constantly improved in pedagogy. It corresponded to the socio-economic demands of society regardless of the course of history. Of course, it has undergone major changes and has had its own peculiarities in various historical epochs [1].

The definition of "self-education" is part of the concept of "professional self-education" and carries the main semantic load. Currently, representatives of various sciences are engaged in the study of this problem: philosophy, sociology, psychology, pedagogy.

Traditionally, in the national literature "self-education" is considered in the area of psychological and educational knowledge.

The interpretations of the concept of "self-education" presented in the reference literature reflect a unified approach to its formulation [2; 3; 4]. Thus, Educational Encyclopedia defines that self-education is "a purposeful cognitive activity, governed by the personality himself, acquiring systematic knowledge in any field of science, technology, culture, political life, etc." [5].

In the dictionary of pedagogy, the concept self-education is defined as "specially organized, independent, systematic, cognitive activity aimed at achieving certain personal and (or) socially significant educational goals: satisfaction of cognitive interests, general cultural and professional needs and professional development, which is usually based on the model of systematic forms of education, but is regulated by the subject itself" [6]. In this definition, among the designated goals of self-education clearly visible the professional component of the concept, which allows us to argue that in this context it is synonymous with the concept of "professional self-education".

It should be noted that teachers in the countries participating in the Bologna Agreement have a common understanding and a list of professional competences throughout the period of professional activity of teachers. Their formation begins during the development of the professional program, and then the task of the teacher - to keep them up to date.

For example, in Germany, professional self-education is a sphere of competence - innovation, the essence of which is reduced to the need to understand one's profession as a task of continuous learning [7]. In the logic of this, self-education is synonymous with professional self-education of the teacher [8]. Based on
the fact that the requirements for professional competencies are unchanged throughout the entire professional activity, during the period of study at a higher school in Germany, future teachers are involved in independent research work from the first year.

M. B. Belikaeva in her research notes that self-education of students in foreign higher education is associated with the formation of needs for continuous self-education after graduation from higher school; productive creative thinking; development of abilities for logical analysis and abilities for comprehensive processing of information consumed [9].

Among all professional competencies of a French teacher, J. Deauvieau identifies the desire for self-education and self-improvement as a special group, which emphasizes the need to work on oneself throughout the professional activity in various forms [10].

From a philosophical point of view, self-education is a process of knowledge that is subject to the basic laws of the theory of knowledge. The result of this process is new knowledge (knowledge of the essence, laws and relations of the objective world), which nourish creative activity (material and spiritual) [11]. This is something without which it is impossible to update the cognitive component of a teacher's professional activity.

With regard to the sociology of education, this concept is defined as a specific type of human occupation outside of stationary forms of education without constant, systematic guidance of the teacher according to their own or someone's developed study plan [12]. It should be added that the future specialist should be able not only to identify problem areas, but also to plan and organize their activities for the development of new knowledge, the formation of skills. Therefore, in the educational process, it is necessary to create the conditions for mastering the personality of these processes in full.

In the same vein, N.T. Ualiyeva considers the process of self-education. The authors believes that self-education is a process of acquiring general and specific (professional) knowledge on one's own initiative through self-organized and controlled classes [13].

Thus, the problem of self-education of the personality has a complex and multidimensional character.

Professional self-education in most sources is considered in the key of general trends of self-education, which is determined by its structure and content. At the same time, it has its own characteristics regarding the sphere of professional activity. Therefore, during the development of the educational curriculum of higher professional education, it is important to form the readiness of future primary school teachers for professional self-education, which acts as a professional competence that provides professional and personal development in accordance with the constantly changing demands of the labor market.

Based on the theoretical positions stated, we clarify the concept of "professional self-education", focusing on the reflexive activity of the teacher as the starting point for building the trajectory of his professional and personal development.

Focusing in this study on the content of the concept of "readiness for professional self-education", it is necessary, firstly, to justify it from the position of a competency-based approach; secondly, to determine its structure and designate components; thirdly, to clarify the content; fourthly, to consider the process of formation of readiness for professional self-education in the educational space of the University.

On the one hand, the readiness and ability of an individual to carry out professional activities is demonstrated by the formed list of competencies during the period of professional education. On the other hand, it shows the level of professional and personal development of the specialist. At the same time, rapid changes in the socio-economic sphere are constantly updating the requirements for the quality of his professional activity.

Modern scientists-educators define new requirements of the world of work for the personality and qualification:
- ability to engage in effective professional activities immediately after completing professional education;
- readiness for professional mobility;
- availability of socio-professional knowledge, skills that go beyond the educational curriculum [14].

Achieving a new quality of education that meets the challenges of the time is ensured by the construction of the educational process within the framework of the competency-based approach. What competencies and at what stage of professional education should be formed is a priority issue of the competency-based.

To this should be added one more characteristic difference of this approach - this is the integrated development of knowledge, skills, and experience. The results of education, represented by a certain set of
competencies, reflect the balance of interests of society, the state, educational institutions, employers, and consumers of educational services. In line with this approach, the readiness and ability of future specialists to react independently and act in conditions of uncertainty to solve professional problems becomes the meaning of education.

The analysis of pedagogical literature and publications of researchers allows us to state that competence is a general ability and readiness of the students to mobilize in professional activities their own knowledge, skills, generalized ways of performing actions acquired in the course of training.

Our area of interest is competence as the final outcomes of the development of the educational curriculum for training specialists, i.e. professional competencies that ensure the performance of production tasks.

In the literature there is no single approach to determining the list of professional competencies. Its borders are not clearly defined. It is possible to identify professional competencies only in relation to the specific educational system in which the teacher works or will work, i.e. based on the types of professional activities.

A. K. Markova in her work in 1994 defines professional competence as the subject of a special comprehensive study and structurally presents it in four blocks:

1. Professional (objectively necessary) psychological and pedagogical knowledge.
2. Professional (objectively necessary) pedagogical skills.
3. Professional psychological positions, attitudes of the teacher required by the profession.
4. Personal characteristics that ensure the teacher's mastery of professional knowledge and skills [15]. Later, the author identified special, social, personal and individual types of professional competence of the teacher.

All the above facts allow us to conclude that the readiness for professional self-education is the professional competence of the primary school teacher, which provides the solution of professional tasks, allows to plan and implement development based on the model of professional and personal development of the teacher.

Professional competence is the process of self-identification, awareness and overcoming the deficits of one's own professional activity on the basis of a reflective assessment of labor results, which we consider as a diverse professional activity of primary school teachers. In the logic of this, the components of readiness are:

- goal: readiness for professional self-education;
- motivational and value component: internal need for professional and personal development of the future primary school teacher;
- cognitive component (content): a system of knowledge about reflection as a means of assessing the level of professional development of the individual; methods of obtaining and mastering information as the main source of the process of cognition;
- technological component: a set of skills to eliminate skills deficits; experience in line with the identified knowledge and skills;
- reflexive and evaluative component, a system of knowledge and a set of skills for organizing and conducting self-assessment of own activities.

Successful entry and self-affirmation of the future primary school teacher in professional activities, his professional and personal development depends on how much in the years of professional education will be able to form a readiness for professional self-education. Only the immersion of a future specialist in the professional environment through the integration of theory and practice ensures the accumulation of a system of knowledge, the formation of skills and methods of activity, the assimilation of values and norms. The need for professional and personal development is one of the important points that determines the trajectory of his professional development. The solution to this problem is seen in the actualization of the educational process at the pedagogical University, which required the choice and application of an adequate research method in pedagogical practice – modeling.

Modeling as a method of scientific research is widely used in the theory and practice of education to solve a set of research problems. This is due to the fact that it helps to reproduce the integrity, indicate the structure, and represent the functioning of the subject under study. Analysis of the concept of "modeling" in relation to areas of scientific knowledge allows us to see its essential (methodological) characteristics.
Under the “model”, we understand the description and theoretical justification of significant components (blocks) of the University's educational space that ensure the achievement of the target results of this process.

The first stage of development of the model was to build the process of formation of professional competence "readiness for professional self-education" of primary school teachers. It is based on the generalized knowledge obtained as a result of theoretical study of the literature in the framework of this study.

At the second stage, the selection of components for the construction of the model was carried out, their relationship and interdependence were established.

The third stage was the process of directly creating a model that allowed a comprehensive review of the subject matter.

In the process of modeling, the principles of functioning of the model are determined. These are: scientific, complexity, systematic, target orientation, optimality and efficiency, objectivity and specificity, and feedback.

Table 1. A pedagogical model in preparing future primary school teachers for professional self-education

| Goal: to prepare the future primary school teachers for professional self-education |
| Methodological basis: |
| Approaches: competence-based and system-based |
| Principles: scientific orientation, complexity, systematic, target orientation, optimality and efficiency, objectivity and specificity, and feedback. |
| Social order |

| Content of professional competence |
| (Knowledge, skills, experience (ways) of activity) |
| Components of readiness for professional self-education |

| motivational and value | target | cognitive | technological | reflexive and evaluation |
| Lessons | Extracurricular activities | Teaching practice |

Pedagogical monitoring of primary school teachers’ readiness for professional self-education

| Criteria and indicators of assessment of primary school teacher’s readiness for professional self-education |
| Methods of assessment |

| Motivational value | Methodological | Technological | Communicative | Reflexive/evaluation | observation | survey | questionnaire | test | complex/psychological methods |
| Monitoring, assessment and analysis of readiness for professional self-education |

| Self-control, self-assessment of readiness for professional self-education |

| Outcome: readiness of pedagogical University students for professional self-education |

The implementation of the model involves the definition and creation of organizational and pedagogical conditions that ensure the formation of students' readiness for professional self-education. The model allows you to adjust and design pedagogical tools for forming students' readiness for professional self-
education; gives an idea of the pedagogical diagnostics of students' readiness for professional self-education; updates the educational space of the University through social partnership.

The results of the analysis of the content of academic disciplines, professional modules, and teaching practice tasks predetermined the selection of educational technologies as a technological component for the implementation of the model.

Among the available range of pedagogical technologies is a group of communication and project techniques, which most effectively provide the transmission of theoretical knowledge to the area of social and educational practice and contribute to acquiring knowledge, skills, accumulating and expanding the experience of the future primary school teacher and, as a result, contribute to the formation of a readiness for self-education.

The educational process uses techniques of round tables, panel discussions, "Zebra" technique, "Fifth corner", "Aquarium", "Binary discussions", debates, and other types of the dialogue model of teaching.

It is important that the use of the dialogue model involves expanding the range of knowledge about the subject, the phenomenon of discussion. Therefore, working with information takes a leading place in this process. The dialogue model of teaching is widely used for students of 1-2 years of study, since during this period the emphasis is placed on the broad development of professional knowledge.

A teaching workshop is a technique that requires a teacher to move to a partnership position. A number of authors consider the workshop as a technology aimed at immersing participants of the educational process to search for new knowledge, as well as self-knowledge. The workshop creates conditions for future primary school teachers to gain experience. Each workshop participant has the right to choose from the partner's preference, project ideas, and the way to present their results. The workshop refers directly to the practice, considering the practical activities of the teacher; therefore, teachers refer to the workshop if there is a certain theoretical basis for the purpose of enriching practical experience. The combination of this technique with interactive and ICT technologies contributes to the development of self-awareness and self-actualization, professional mobility.

The pedagogical studio is a laboratory of pedagogical creativity. At the base of the studio, there are three key methods:
- illustrative, providing pedagogical professional presentation of the phenomenon that is studied in the studio;
- an ordinary analogy that allows to build a logical bridge from everyday ideas to scientific generalizations, concepts;
- exercises that form the necessary skills for the implementation of the pedagogical plan.

Based on these positions, lessons in the format of a pedagogical studio are held on the 3rd-4th years of study.

Project technique helps to expand the social and pedagogical experience of the future primary school teacher. The development and implementation of projects in the educational process of the university makes it possible to form social and personal qualities of the personality in relation to the external environment. Project technique allows to transfer the student from a passive participant in the educational process to an active subject of socio-economic relations. This is achieved by maximizing the intellectual potential of the future primary school teacher in the interests of society's development.

The use of project techniques in the educational process qualitatively changes the functions of the teacher and student. The teacher and the student become equal subjects of the educational process, the teacher acts as a consultant-coordinator. It is important that in project, students constantly turn to the analysis of reality in order to identify urgent and promising problems, find ways to solve and transform them. It is noteworthy that, on the one hand, the finished project is a description of any problem, concrete "steps" for its implementation, that is, a model of proposed changes in a particular area. On the other hand, it is a means of managing cognitive activity in the process of professional education.

Features of the project technique of future primary school teachers is that:
- it draws attention to current social and pedagogical problems and ensures the inclusion of the individual in a variety of activities to solve them;
- participants have the opportunity to "example" different social roles depending on the direction, purpose and objectives of the problem being implemented, which ultimately contributes to the development of their own life position, the formation of a worldview, adequate self-esteem, form social experience;
- subjects of social partnership can act as full participants of the project;
- social partnership can act as a mechanism for the implementation of project activities, which allows to ensure the scale, integrity, efficiency of interaction of various social institutions that affect the process of personality's socialization.
- The positive attitude of students to project techniques has become a criterion for assessing the result of this type of professional activity. The assessment indicators are formulated as follows:
  - social activity of students (number of people taking part in project activities);
  - number of independently developed and implemented projects;
  - formation of social and moral attitudes, values, and norms of behavior (evaluated on the basis of standardized psychological and pedagogical methods).

Information technologies (IT) used by teachers throughout the entire period of study at the University (practical classes, extracurricular independent work), stimulated the process of self-education of students. It should be noted that the scope, content, design and presentation of the results of the activity gradually became more complicated from 1 year to 4 years of studying. The role of the teacher and the student in this process changed.

When using information technologies in the educational process of the University in the framework of experimental activities, we assumed that IT:
- provide work with various sources of information, which contribute to the development of knowledge and the formation of skills to work with information - a cognitive component of readiness for professional self-education;
- they form time management skills by mastering the tools for working with information – a technological component of readiness for professional self-education;
- contribute to creative self-realization through the creation of individual information products - a methodological component of readiness for professional self-education;
- form skills for evaluating information resources on the Internet - a technological and reflexive-evaluating component of readiness for professional self-education.

It is also important that future primary school teachers used educational resources to assess the assimilation of educational content in the classroom, and then passed the experience into professional activity during the period of pedagogical practice.

The experience of practical activities in the use of pedagogical technologies in the educational process of the University in the presented logic proves that:
- there is a development of the knowledge system, mastering skills, enriching and increasing the experience of activity;
- there is a formation and development of social activity, professional mobility, awareness of the importance of own activities;
- logical transfer of theoretical knowledge to the plane of practice;
- there is a logical transfer of theoretical knowledge to the plane of practice.
- In addition, the skills of practical research are formed, the skills of professional decision-making, creating mechanisms for independent searching for the necessary information, developing personal value orientations, cognitive activity, creativity are increasing.
- Finally, in the process of realizing the model, the University has accumulated experience in implementing club, volunteer activities and other forms of upbringing work in order to expand the social and pedagogical practice of future primary school teachers.
- Club activities at the University are implemented in three directions:
  - traditional is the search and dissemination of information within the framework of historical, local history, patriotic, ethno-national, spiritual and moral direction. Goal: preservation of traditions and the perpetuation of memorable dates and events, chronicles, etc. An example of this is meetings with writers, journalists, veterans, employees of state and law enforcement agencies, with interesting people.
  - socially-oriented - these are actions, to solve social problems, multimedia projects, agitation and propaganda activities, participation in election campaigns with the orientation of young people to fulfill their civic duty, etc.
  - analytical-organizational - is the examination of projects, results of social practices; analysis and forecast of the development of situations in the social environment using sociological surveys, questionnaires and other forms of research.
The volunteer movement is a movement related to solving problems in educational organizations. The peculiarity of the volunteer movement is the participation of students in conducting trainings with different categories of the population.

Thus, the materials obtained in this part of the article allowed us to determine the complex of organizational and pedagogical conditions for the formation of readiness for professional self-education of primary school teachers. These are:

- development of a model for preparing future primary school teachers for professional self-education;
- the inclusion of future primary school teachers in a variety of social and pedagogical activities: educational, research, project, and extracurricular activities: club, volunteer with the aim of forming readiness for professional self-education;
- defining a system of criteria and indicators for assessing the readiness of the future primary school teachers for professional self-education.

As part of the experimental work, a study was conducted to assess the readiness of future primary school teachers for professional self-education. The study was carried out during the formative and generalizing stages of the work. Comparison of the obtained results allows us to draw a conclusion about the effectiveness of the University's activities in this direction.

In the process of evaluating the results of experimental work such methods as: monitoring students in natural conditions (lessons, extracurricular activities, pedagogical practice), interview, questionnaire were used.

In the course of experimental work on testing the pedagogical model, positive results were obtained that demonstrate the effectiveness of activities and techniques in the formation of readiness for professional self-education of future primary school teachers.
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